
story:

Egypt’s War on NGOs

Egypt’s military-led government said Sunday that it would put 19 Americans and two 
dozen others on trial in a politically charged criminal investigation into the foreign 
financing of nonprofit groups that has shaken the 30-year alliance between the United 
States and Egypt.

The decision raises tensions between the two allies to a new peak at a decisive mo-
ment in Egypt’s political transition after the ouster of President Hosni Mubarak a year 
ago. Angry protesters are battling security forces in the streets of the capital and 
other major cities. The economy is in urgent need of billions of dollars in foreign aid. 
And the military rulers are in the final stages of negotiations with the Islamists who 
dominate the new Parliament over the terms of a transfer of power that could set the 
country’s course for decades.

The criminal prosecution is a rebuke to Washington in the face of increasingly stern 
warnings to Egypt’s ruling generals from President Obama, cabinet officials and senior 
Congressional leaders that it could jeopardize $1.55 billion in expected American aid 
this year, including $1.3 billion for the military. But for Washington, revoking the aid 
would risk severing the tie that for three decades has bound the United States, Egypt 
and Israel in an uneasy alliance that is the cornerstone of the American-backed re-
gional order.

project:
you are to use the above story and headline in a single page magazine spread. the 
magazine uses a 4-column layout as its base. you will need to find an appropriate im-
age to accompany the story as well as use one version of the accompanying adver-
tisement. the ad may be used in its horizontal or vertical orientation. 

design in your spatial obligations first (i.e. advert and story image) and then place text 
for maximum readability within the context
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